PROPOSAL (1)
I would like to put forward a proposal to the " THE COMMITTEE AND MEMBERS OF THE
BARTON BOWLS CLUB" to grant a Loyalty Discount Bonus to Members who have been loyal to
the Club giving their support in FUN RAISING EVENTS and Supporting the Club with
MAINTENANCE and FINANCES over time and supported to keep the CLUB up to standard. They
have been Members of the "CLUB" for 30yrs + unbroken years.
They have put a lot of money and time into our "CLUB”. I believe that it is time for the CLUB to
recognise these Members with a Loyalty discount of a 1/3rd of the yearly Membership Fee.
I feel these MEMBERS who fall into this time scale are few and not getting value for their money as
they cannot bowl like they use to therefore not getting value for £90 Membership Fee.
Proposer CAROL STILL – Seconder TOMMY STILL
PROPOSAL (2)
I would like "THE COMMITTEE AND MEMBERS OF THE BARTON BOWLS CLUB" to look
into putting a RINK FEE (a reasonable charge) onto COUNTY GAMES played on Barton Green
County Games get the choice of Rinks before other Members playing their Club Games.
DOMESTIC GAMES Played on Barton pay a charge of £3.50 per game although with in this charge
they do get refreshments.
I see NO difference between DOMESTIC GAMES/COUNTY GAMES they are both using the
GREEN FOR THEIR GAME.
Accept DOMESTIC GAMES have a charge of £3.50per person against them.
COUNTY GAMES have NO CHARGE.
I believe all Games Played on Barton Green SHOULD BE A LEVEL PLAYING FIELD to make it
fair to ALL MEMBERS.
Either we all pay OR none us pay except the DOMESTIC GAMES that have to pay for refreshments.
As for collecting money I believe as a CLUB we could work out system which is workable and not
just saying it is hard work collecting money.
Proposer CAROL STILL Seconder TOMMY STILL
PROPOSAL (3)
The men’s and ladies Handicap Singles
Propose that we scrap the present scoring system of the first to 21 and follow the World Bowls scoring
of two sets of 9 ends and if both players are level a further three ends are played. This would not be
won on shots but who won the end.
This would add spice to the competition as entries are falling this also favours the ‘under dog’ This
would be for 2022 season only and reviewed at the 2023 AGM.
Proposed Pat Howarth Seconded Rita Grant
PROPOSAL (4)
Position

Name

Proposed by

Seconded by

MEN'S CAPTAIN

NEIL RIXON

RON WORSNOP

MALCOLM BRIGHT

